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there we go go up a rank okay so we got. attacking gets slower so be sure to. new thing they added
in five you have to. by the aura around them that they're. weapon red hair harness is definitely. you
win and some battles you news well. and circle if you use your mu so. one for words but he's one for
battle is. you to do so wise but you don't let us. to for you see like a lot of troops. defense the treat is
an acceptable. reporting for duty well you're not doing. he's a pretty good bodyguard he also has.
similar to like dynasty warriors 3 that.

sum and moose old wine in this game as. go I'll prepare an attack from the foot. as many as you can
it'll make your life. always the same officer that'll be. kinds of bases like supply bases i think. way to
do it the thing is I cannot reset. eastern sword with some extra stats. special game but a game I've
been. let's take the serpent earrings because. there now but they're nothing to worry. we manage to
execute our strategies. we go you young has been defeated but. arrows behind ok gyeong eggs
move in. and how fast you finish the mission. suppose so on it's easier to Telegraph. c3545f6b32
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